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Crystallization in block copolymer melts: Small soft structures
that template larger hard structures
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The crystallization of shear oriented oxyethylene/oxybutylene~E/B! diblock copolymers has been
studied by simultaneous small and wide angle x-ray scattering. Crystallization of ordered melts can
be accompanied by a change in length scale and retention of the melt orientation. Lamellar melts
crystallize with an increase in length scale with multiply folded E blocks and the B blocks slightly
stretched from their melt conformation. Crystallization from oriented gyroid melts leads to an
increase in length scale with preferred melt directions being selected. The retention of layer planes
on crystallization from an ordered melt is caused by the local stretching of chains and the locally
one-dimensional structure, despite the relative strength of the structural process. We demonstrate
that an interfacial preordering effect can cause crystallographic register to jump length scales in a
soft matter system showing epitaxial crystallization. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules provides one
the fundamental structure directing processes for build
hierarchical structures in nature.1 The universality of pattern
formation by lipid membranes, lyotropic and thermotrop
liquid crystals, and block copolymers,1–3 all soft structures
that are closely related to biological materials, is strikin
Classical structures of lamellae, hexagonally ordered cy
ders and cubic arrays of spheres are well established1,4 and it
is easy to visualize how they act as templates. Complex
bic structures, such as the bicontinuous double diam
(Pn3̄m) and gyroid (Ia3̄d) have been found in lyotropic
liquid crystals2 and in block copolymer melts5–7 and
solutions8 as well as in naturally occurring lipids,1,9,10 these
also act as templates but in a more subtle manner. Here
report a transformation from a soft structure~block copoly-
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mer melt! to a hard structure~semicrystalline block copoly-
mer! with conservation of preferred lattice directions and
doubling of the lattice spacing.

How can one make a large hierarchical structure? H
~crystalline! materials cannot form large scale structures
rectly but need soft materials, which have the ability to se
assemble, act as templates, and direct structure forma
Another important question is, what circumstances allow
retention of crystallographic register?—especially when
free energy changes associated with the two processes,
plating and hard material growth, are quite different. Stru
tures in lipids, liquid crystals, and block copolymers are ty
cal of ‘‘soft’’ condensed matter where the material has
large scale structure with crystallographic register, but wh
the local atomic structure is liquidlike and disordered. The
large scale structures are formed due to a balance of fo
minimizing the Gibbs energy and are truly at dynam
equilibrium.10 In the case of block copolymers the importa
features are the configurational entropy of the molecules
il:
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. ~Color! ~a! A schematic representation of block copolymer chain conformation in the molten and crystalline states. In the disordered melt th
are Gaussian and have a size which scales asN1/2, whereas in the ordered melt the chains are stretched from their Gaussian conformations and have a
spacing which scales asN2/3. When one of the blocks crystallizes into a straight stem the amorphous chains are stretched from their Gaussian confo
and have a domain spacing that scales asN. ~b! Small angle x-ray scattering data from a sample of E76B38 that had been crystallized after shearing in the me
It shows a pair of first-order reflections from the lamellar crystals with ad spacing of 224 Å. There are clearly resolved second-, third- and fourth-o
reflections and the minimal arcing illustrates that the material is a monodomain with lamellae oriented in the shear direction.~c! Wide angle x-ray diffraction
data from a sample of E76B38 that had been crystallized after shearing in the melt. Fiber diffraction of poly~oxyethylene! ~Ref. 22! shows that the E chains ar
oriented perpendicular to the lamellar interfaces as the strong equatorial reflection is thec axis ~001 reflection! of the unit cell.
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the formation of interfacial area. The theory, which describ
these phenomena, is well developed11 and gives accurate
predictions of phase behavior. The gyroid (Ia3̄d) phase has
been observed between the lamellar and hexagonal pa
cylinder phases in the diblock copolymer phase diagr
close to the order–disorder transition;6,12 it comprises cylin-
drical channels of the minority material joined by threefo
connectors, two such lattices with opposite chirality int
penetrate through a matrix.

One important class of structure direction is soft–s
templating between mesocopic structures. Transformat
between adjacent gyroid and lamellar or hexagonal pha
have attracted attention because they are related to the s
tural transitions which occur when cells fuse or rupture.
number of studies of anionic and nonionic surfactants h
provided evidence of epitaxial relationships in transform
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tions of gyroid to lamellar13,14with growth proceeding along
@111# directions without change in lattice parameters. This
thought to be related to the orientation of the threefold c
nectors within the unit cell. A similar epitaxial relationsh
has been observed for a diblock copolymer melt15 where the
lamellar phase grows from the gyroid without long-ran
transport of material and with preservation of orientation
some layer planes. In these epitaxial transformations the
tice spacing is either conserved or changes smoothly as
high-symmetry cubic structure transforms into the low
symmetry layered or rodlike structure. This is usual in stru
tural transformation in both soft and hard-condensed ma
Soft–hard templating, by block copolymers and surfacta
of porous and composite structure on the nanometer s
has provoked much interest for formation of mesostructu
inorganic16,17 and organic materials.18 In these cases there i
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~Color! A series of SAXS patterns showing the transformation of a bicontinuous (Ia3̄d) cubic melt of E75B54 into an oriented lamellar crystal.~a! The
~inner! 10 spot pattern is from a two-dimensional powder made up of grains rotated randomly around the@111# lattice direction which has become
preferentially oriented parallel to the shear.~b! Once crystallization starts strong scattering is observed inside the^211& reflections of the melt. Lamellar
crystals, nucleated from the cubic melt, are observed to grow in a number of preferred directions, corresponding to the^211& and^220& reflections of theIa3̄d.
These lamellar crystals are consuming the ordered melt and the higher orders of theIa3̄d are still clearly visible.~c! Eventually theIa3̄d melt is nearly all
consumed and higher order reflections can be seen for the lamellar crystals. There has been a transformation along the two crystallographic planeshe Ia3̄d
cubic structure withd spacing 12362 Å to an oriented lamellar structure withd spacing 23765 Å.
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no crystallographic register between the soft template
the growing hard phase and structural transformations
observed as chemical reactions change the thermodyn
interactions between components.18 However if epitaxy is
observed then there is nearly always a continuous chang
lattice parameters.

EXPERIMENT

The amphiphilic system reported here has been ex
sively studied including self-assembly in dilute and conc
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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trated aqueous solutions,19 microphase separation in th
melt20 and crystallization behavior.21 Block copolymers with
narrow molecular weight distributions were prepared by
quential anionic polymerization of ethylene oxide~E! fol-
lowed by 1,2-butylene oxide~B!. Vacuum line and ampoule
techniques were used throughout and the copolymers w
characterized by gel permeation chromatography and13C
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The molec
characteristics are expressed in EmBn notation where the sub
scripts denote the average numbers of repeat units.
.

D

FIG. 3. Schematics of theIa3̄d morphology showing the orientation of the three-functional connectors and the principal crystallographic directions~a! A
two-dimensional projection~Ref. 15! that shows the formation of aligned lamellae by crystallization along every second^112̄& plane.~b! A view along the
@111# direction ~Ref. 15! displaying$211%, $220%, and$321% planes which transform into aligned lamellas by crystallization along every second$211% plane.
~c! A two-dimensional image of composition,FA(r ), averaged in the@111# direction with the corresponding one-dimensional~1D! plots resulting from the
average ofFA in the @112# and@220# directions. This establishes that the gyroid phase is most lamellarlike in the@112# direction because the uppermost 1
plot has the strongest oscillation.
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FIG. 4. ~Color! The relationship between the gyroid melt structure and the semicrystalline structure of E75B54 . ~a! Superimposition of the SAXS pattern
from the Ia3̄d melt and fully crystalline sample showing that the two lamellar orientations observed are consistent with the^112& and^112̄& reflections. The
lamellar reflections are separated by 70.5° as expected forIa3̄d ~Ref. 15!. The scattering measurements are made on a small scattering volume of 0.1253

and sample only a small number of grains.~b! Scattering from the same fully crystalline sample with a much larger scattering volume of 2.5 mm3. The solid
lines show thê211& reflections that are followed by crystallization, the dotted lines those not so obviously sampled. It should be noted that the pea
crystalline sample are superimposed on a bright ring implying some loss of overall orientation.~c! Azimuthal scans~with respect to the meridional direction!
showing the relative intensities of the^211& and ^220& in the melt compared to the crystalline lamellae^100& peaks in the solid.
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Simultaneous small/wide angle x-ray scattering~SAXS/
WAXS! measurements were made on beamline 16.1 at
Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation Source or on the DUBB
beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Sou
~ESRF!. At Daresbury the incident beam was 1.4 Å and
Fuji image plate at 10 cm was used to record the WA
pattern with a 10 mm hole to allow the SAXS pattern
develop out at 3 m for recording on an area detector. At th
ESRF the incident beam was 1.0 Å and an area detector
used to record the SAXS at 4 m. The sample thickness w
mm and the beam passed through a hole of 3 mm which
covered with Kapton™ tape. The sample was oriented
shearing the ordered melt, for 50 cycles at approximate
Hz and 200% strain, in a heated cell consisting of a piece
brass with machined side grooves to allow movement o
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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parallel brass slider during shear, the polymer tempera
was monitored by a thermocouple. Quiescent cooling a
shear orientation allowed the epitaxial relationships to
observed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The crystallization of melts of EmBn copolymers has
been studied in some detail21 and the orientation of the crys
tal stems perpendicular to lamellar interfaces is well est
lished. This is soft–hard templating but with obvious epita
ial relationships. The simplest case of a copolymer with
lamellar melt phase and a lamellar semicrystalline phas
illustrated in Fig. 1~a! by a schematic of the molecular con
formations of E76B38 in the equilibrium melt and crystallized
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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states. In the melt the characteristic length scale,D, is that of
the stretched coil with a length dependent on the radius
gyration,Rg , whereas in the crystalline state the charact
istic length scale is related to the extended chain lengthL.
The low temperature structure is a once-folded E block~two
crystal stems! and an unfolded, stretched B block: An u
folded E chain would not be possible due to conservation
volume. The SAXS pattern in Fig. 1~b! is obtained from a
sample of E76B38 that was shear oriented prior to crystalliz
tion. It shows first-order reflections from the lamellar cryst
with a d spacing of 224 Å. There are clearly resolve
second-, third-, and fourth-order reflections and the minim
arcing illustrates that the material is a monodomain w
lamellas oriented in the shear direction. The simultaneou
recorded WAXS pattern in Fig. 1~c! confirms that the E
chains are oriented perpendicular to the lamellar interfa
the strong equatorial reflections derived from thec axis$001%
of the helical E block.22 SAXS21 shows a change in lengt
scale from 109 Å in the ordered melt to 224 Å in the crys
phase, i.e., there is a step change in lattice spacing on tr
formation from the soft ordered melt structure to the ha
semicrystalline solid structure with an approximate doubl
of lattice spacing due to stretching of chains perpendicula
the lamellar interface with corresponding lateral contracti

The terms ‘‘soft’’ and ‘‘hard,’’ as applied here to th
ordered melt and semicrystalline solid, are justified by
enthalpy of formation of the structures and the mechan
properties of the materials. High resolution calorimetr23

studies on E60B29 show that the latent heat of the fusio
process is 90.262 J g21 whereas that of the order–disord
transition in the melt is 0.17160.003 J g21. The enthalpy of
formation of crystals is 500 times larger than that of t
ordered melt. Similarly the shear modulus of the semicr
talline polymer is 107 Pa whereas that of the ordered melt
105 Pa.

Ordered block copolymer melts have chains that
stretched compared to the random~Gaussian!
conformations.3,11 The characteristic length of a strong
segregated melt scales withN2/3 compared withN1/2 for a
Gaussian chain. Furthermore, the stretching is not unifo
chain segments are more strongly oriented across the i
face between the two chain types. It is feasible that it is
local orientation of chain segments perpendicular to the
terfaces that nucleates crystallization. The local orienta
reduces the crystallization energy barrier~crystallization in
polymers requires development of orientational order alo
the chain! and promotes crystal growth. For this reason
vast majority of semicrystalline block copolymers sho
stems perpendicular to lamellar surfaces. The conditions
formation of other orientations and morphologies must
strongly forcing, i.e., confinement of the crystallizing chai
by hard walls24,25 and with chain imperfections that preve
formation of large crystals.

The retention of orientation of layer planes on crysta
zation from a lamellar ordered melt is not unexpected giv
the local stretching of chains and the one-dimensional st
ture, despite the strong driving force for the transition. W
is unexpected, however, is that a more complex soft struc
will also direct crystallization processes. The SAXS patte
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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in Fig. 2 follow the transformation of a gyroid melt into
lamellar crystal. The SAXS pattern in Fig. 2~a! was obtained
following large amplitude oscillatory shear and
typical6,12,15of the gyroid morphology. The ten-spot patte
is from directionally orientedIa3̄d crystals with the zone
axis along the@111# lattice direction which is oriented para
lel to the shear direction.15,26 This oriented melt structure
was allowed to cool from 80 to 20 °C over a period of
hour. Orientation was maintained after shearing and m
higher order reflections were sampled. Once crystallizat
starts strong scattering was observed inside the^211& reflec-
tions of the melt. The example shown in Fig. 2~b! shows
simultaneous growth in two of the$211% planes. Repeated
experiments~at Daresbury and the ESRF! showed crystal
growth to be observed preferentially in three of the five$211%
planes. These lamellar crystals are consuming the ord
melt the presence of which is confirmed since the hig
orders ofIa3̄d are still clearly visible. Eventually@Fig. 2~c!#
the gyroid melt is nearly all consumed and higher order
flections can be seen for the lamellar crystals. There has b
a transformation in two of the$211% planes of theIa3̄d cubic
structure withd spacing 12362 Å to an oriented lamellar
structure withd spacing 23765 Å. If there is epitaxy from
the Ia3̄d to the lamellar structure then there are 24 equi
lent planes available. In this experiment we have Bra
sampled two of these planes during the crystallization o
$111% zone oriented crystal ofIa3̄d melt.

In the gyroid morphology, chain stretching is unifor
~within 7%!26 across the interface between microphases
consequently crystallization can nucleate anywhere aro
this surface. The absolute magnitude of the change in c
acteristic length on crystallization is determined by the cr
tallization temperature and block lengths, in the exam
given here the length scale doubles. The effective doub
of the plane separation is illustrated in Fig. 3~a! and 3~b!
where unit cells are shown transforming along$111% into two
lamellar unit cells. Fig. 3~c! shows average segmental de
sity profiles across the@112# and @220# directions of the gy-
roid phase, calculated using self-consistent fie
methods,4,11,26 and the density map of the structure as
would appear in the transmission electron microscope lo
ing down the$111% axis. These calculations provide stron
evidence that lamellae orient along@211# directions because
that is the direction in which the gyroid phase most
sembles a lamellar phase.

The stretching is localized to the interface and this
where we would expect crystallization to initiate. Statis
cally crystals that initiate are likely to grow fastest in th
direction most able to provide room for growth, i.e., the mo
lamellarlike directions. Consequently, the crystallization f
lows the lamellarlike direction initially and then breaks o
to a longer length scale. The initial crystallization is the sy
metry breaking step and retains the preferred direction of
soft cubic structure even though the length scale increa
Once a sample has been crystallized and the gyroid sym
try broken, remelting results in an unoriented melt struct
with a powder pattern. Recent experimental and theoretic27

work on polymer crystallization has shown that the loc
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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structure of the polymer melt, prior to crystallization, has
strong influence on the nature of the crystallization proce
The local orientation at the block copolymer interfaces
duces the crystallization energy barrier causing the epita
relationships observed.

In Fig. 4 we compare the scattering pattern from the m
and the crystals to confirm the epitaxial relationships. In F
4~a! the melt and crystal structures from a small scatter
volume~0.125 mm3! clearly illustrate that the crystallizatio
selects the specific~211! planes and the lamellar peaks lie o
these planes separated by 70.5°. We suspect that ther
two domains in the Bragg condition giving rise to these t
sets of lamellar reflections and this gives indirect evidence
the grain size. In Fig. 4~b!, however, there is a much large
scattering volume~2.5 mm3! and more lamellar domains ar
sampled. Now three of the five$211% planes are obviously
preferred and these are highlighted by the solid lines in F
4~b! and by the azimuthal intensity scans in Fig. 4~c!. In
repeated crystallization we do not observe strong crystal
reflections in the directions highlighted by the dotted line

The Ia3̄d structure obtained by large amplitude oscill
tory shear is a highly twinned body centered cubic struct
with a @111# direction along the shear direction,15 the inten-
sities predicted for thê211& and ^220& reflections are given
in Table I. There are eight orientations of grains with a co
mon @111# zone axis that are sampled to make up the
served pattern. Thê211& reflections at 70.5°, 109.5°, 205.5
and 289.5° and thê220& reflections at 0° and 180° com
from the two projections of the unit cell with the$111%
planes parallel to the shear direction and the$220% planes
along the shear gradient, i.e., perpendicular to the sh
plates and the x-ray beam. The shear conditions used
obviously caused preferential orientation about this direct
and this is seen by the fact that these reflections are at
twice as strong as predicted~see Table I!. Furthermore the
samples were cooled slowly after shear orientation so
@220# direction is also preferentially aligned along the the
mal gradient during crystallization. We conclude that t
sample crystallizes most rapidly along a@211# direction in
grains which are oriented with their^220& directions parallel
to the shear and thermal gradient. Furthermore grains w
this orientation in the melt are observed to be in the Bra
conditions at least twice as frequently than in a random
rotated set of grains. Crystallization could select these gr
to crystallize in the thermal gradient direction, consumi

TABLE I. The predicted relative intensities from a gyroid melt random
oriented about the@111# direction compared to those observed in the a
muthal intensity measurements.

Observed
intensity ^211& Azimuthal position/~°!

Predicted
intensity

1 0, 180 1
1.3 28.1, 151.9, 208.1, 311.9 1.14
3.2 70.5, 109.5, 250.5, 289.5 1.50

Observed
intensity

^220& Azimuthal position Predicted
intensity

3.2 0, 180 1.15
1 54.7, 125.3, 234.7, 305.3 1
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the other adjacent orientations. The SAXS patterns in F
4~a! indicate that the grains are of the order of 10mm in size
and only two orientations~and possibly tens of grains! are
sampled in Fig. 4~a!. In contrast there are many grain
sampled in Fig. 4~b! where there are oriented peaks on
strong lamellar ring.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated here that an interfacial preor
ing effect can cause crystallographic register to jump len
scales in soft–hard templating. The retention of layer pla
on crystallization from an ordered melt is caused by the lo
stretching of chains and the locally one-dimensional str
ture, despite the relative strengths of the structural proc
What is unexpected, however, is that a complex soft str
ture will also direct the crystallization processes, select
specific orientations. We have considered many options
this, including low-angle grain boundaries, but conclude t
there is a subtlety in the local chain orientation that provid
the selection process. Small soft structures~lipid mem-
branes! directing larger hierarchical structures~bone and ex-
oskeleton! are common in natural systems. We present he
soft matter system showing epitaxial crystallization a
length-scale jumping.
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